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Getting Started 
The Bump Emulator (Bump’em) can be set up in many different configurations. This page will 
guide you through some of the options you will get to choose from to create an ideal system for 
your needs. 

Choose number of modules 
Bump’em is modular. Each module can be placed in any desired location to apply a pulling force 
in a single direction. Users should select the number of modules they need based on their 
application cases of interest. Here are some example configurations and their potential uses: 
 

1 Module 2 Modules 4 Modules 

   

1. Constantly apply force 
while walking on a treadmill 
to make walking more difficult 
(backwards) or easier 
(forwards). 
 
2. Perturb in a single 
direction. 

1. Apply medial-lateral 
stabilization to counter 
participants’ medial-lateral 
sway.  
 
2. Perturb in the 
medial-lateral direction. 

1. Produce a net force on the 
participant in any direction in 
the transverse plane to 
simulate a force-field. 
 
2. Perturb in any direction in 
the transverse plane. 

 

Choose open-loop or closed-loop configuration 
Review the different performances of the two configuration types in the Bump’em design 
manuscript (ICRA 2020) to determine which configuration is appropriate for you. We 
recommend that those with the resources to make the closed-loop system do so in order to 
ensure participants are receiving the commanded force and to improve force tracking during 
walking and other high-movement activities. 
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If you choose the closed-loop configuration, you will need to set up the ‘Optional Force Sensor 
Setup’ described in the following documents. Otherwise, you can ignore the sections that 
mention it. 

Choose additional features 
We include the option for attaching an optional encoder which can be used for state-based 
control of the modules in order to render virtual environments such as stabilizing or destabilizing 
virtual springs. An example of a stabilizing spring virtual environment is shown in the Bump’em 
design manuscript (ICRA 2020). 
 
If you choose to include the encoder in your setup, you will need to set up the ‘Optional Encoder 
Setup’ described in the following documents. Otherwise, you can ignore the sections that 
mention it. 

Plan module mounting 
The motor unit has mounting holes that allow it to be either bolted to an 8020 structure with L 
brackets, or directly into a wall. We recommend incorporating an 8020 structure that is then 
either bolted to the wall (left) or floor (right) as this will give the motor unit some height 
adjustability.  
 

 
Wall mounted (left) and floor mounted (right) 8020 mounting options. 

 
We do not give specific instructions for building either rig as the setup will vary greatly between 
experimental spaces. However, we provide the BOM and a Solidworks part and assembly files 
for the more complicated floor mounting setup on the right for reference in CAD -> 3) Mounting 
Options. We also include the CAD for a shunt regulator and motor driver mount in the same 
folder. 
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Preparing Components and Tools 
We have included a Bill of Materials (BOM) with a list of all the components required, along with 
their costs (excluding shipping), quantities required and purchase links.  
 
In the BOM, components are grouped into their subsystems: Motor Unit, Control Unit, Optional 
Force Sensor Setup, Optional Encoder Setup and Optional Mounting Setup.  

● You will need the Motor Unit and Control Unit subsystems for a baseline setup. 
● The Optional Force Sensor Setup is only required if you are setting up a closed-loop 

configuration.  
● The Optional Encoder Setup is only required if you want to monitor angular displacement 

of the motor shaft to implement additional state-based control features. 
● The Optional Mounting Setup is offered as one possible method of mounting the module 

in your experimental space. We provide the BOM and solidworks files for reference, but 
do not provide detailed instructions for its setup in this manual. 

 
Each subsystem is further split into Overhead, and Per Module items. You should purchase all 
items in the Overhead category of each subsystem you need, and multiply the quantity required 
for each item in the Per Module category by the number of modules you are hoping to set up. 
 
All the components fall under three main categories, as color coded in the BOM: Catalog parts, 
3D printed components, or components ordered from the Laser Cutting Company. Instructions 
for obtaining parts from each category are described below. 

Catalog Parts 
The source links in column H should take you directly to the order page for each part. The part 
numbers are also listed in case there are any issues with the links. 
 
Use the filter in cell F7 to collate items from the same supplier. Note to only buy items from the 
subsystems you need. This can be checked in column I. 
 
Purchase the required catalog parts from the following companies 

1. McMaster-Carr 
2. Digi-key 
3. Amazon* 
4. Walgreens 
5. Progressive RC 
6. Igus 
7. Maxon Motors 
8. SpeedyMetals 
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9. Omega (Only for Optional Force Sensor Setup) 
10. Futek (Only for Optional Force Sensor Setup) 
11. Renishaw (Only for Optional Encoder subsystem) 

 
* Note that the 3D printed parts (with orange color coding in column A) all list a reel of PLA 
filament in their purchase link. You should just purchase a single reel, and that should be 
sufficient for printing all the parts needed. 

3D Printing Components 
The BOM marks out the parts that need to be 3D printed with an orange color coding in column 
A. Each of these parts list their file directory under their Part name / number.  
 
The BOM and price list does not include the price of the FDM 3D printer. 
 
Print the listed parts on your FDM 3D printer with either the STEP or STL files provided, 
depending on your slicer program. Each 3D printer will produce slightly different prints. We have 
successfully conducted >10000 pulls on mounts printed with these print settings on our printer, 
but you should adjust them as necessary for your own printer.  
 
If you do not have direct access to a 3D printer, we recommend using Voodoo Manufacturing to 
order your prints using their Direct Print option. Due to the spread of COVID-19, we were unable 
to test the service, but the reported capabilities on their website indicate that it should be 
sufficient. Printing instructions using a desktop printer or printing service are below. 
 
We recommend printing each part using PLA with 0.2mm layer height and 0.4mm extrusion 
width or lower. We further list other recommended print settings for each part in the following 
table:  

https://voodoomfg.com/3d-printing-services#direct-print
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Motor Mount Combined 
 
File location: CAD -> 1) Motor Unit -> Motor 
Mount Combined.STL/STEP 
 
Shells: 4 
Infill: ≥50% 
Orientation: Major axes aligned as shown 

 

Reel Drum Cover Top 
 
File location: CAD -> 1) Motor Unit -> Reel 
Drum Cover Top.STL/STEP 
 
Shells: 4 
Infill: ≥50% 
Orientation: Major axes aligned as shown 

 

Reel Drum 
 
File location: CAD -> 1) Motor Unit -> Reel 
Drum.STL/STEP 
 
Shells: 8 
Infill: ≥70% 
Orientation: Major axes aligned as shown 
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Encoder Mount 
(Only required for optional encoder setup)  
 
File location: CAD -> 1) Motor Unit -> 
Encoder Mount.STL/STEP 
 
Shells: 3 
Infill: ≥30% 
Orientation: Major axes aligned as shown 

 

Dogbone Cover Base and 
Dogbone Cover Top 
(Only required for optional force sensor 
setup) 
 
File location: CAD -> 2) Force Sensor -> 
Dogbone Cover Base.STL/STEP and 
Dogbone Cover Top.STL/STEP 
 
Shells: 3 
Infill: ≥30% 
Orientation: Dogbone Cover Top is rotated 
200 degrees about the part’s x-axis 
Dogbone Cover Base with major axes aligned 
as shown  
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Motor Driver Mount 
(Optional mounting solution) 
 
File location: CAD -> 3) Mounting Options -> 
Motor Driver Mount.STL/STEP 
 
Shells: 3 
Infill: ≥30% 
Orientation: Major axes aligned as shown 

 

Shunt Regulator Mount 
(Optional mounting solution) 
 
File location: CAD -> 3) Mounting Options -> 
Shunt Regulator Mount.STL/STEP 
 
Shells: 3 
Infill: ≥30% 
Orientation: Major axes aligned as shown 

 

 

Ordering from the Laser Cutting Company 
This is only required for obtaining the dogbones for the optional force sensor setup. 
 

1. Go to https://www.lasercuttinginc.com/ 
2. Click ‘Request a quote’ on the top right corner. 
3. Fill in the request form.  

a. Upload: Dogbone.DWG from CAD -> 2) Force Sensor -> Dogbone.dwg 
b. Material: Aluminium 
c. Thickness: 0.04in 

https://www.lasercuttinginc.com/
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d. Quantity: 1 per module. Consider ordering more as a buffer, as the strain gauge 
application process can be challenging. 

e. Additional Information: 6061 T6 
f. Sample form 

 
4. You will receive an email confirmation of your quotation request. When you receive the 

quote, proceed to call in to provide your purchasing and shipment information. 

Tools 
We did not include the tools needed in the BOM, as different groups have varying levels of 
access to these items. The following table lists the complete tools list you will need for the 
assembly steps. The tools lists for the optional setups exclude those already listed in the 
baseline setup. 
 

Baseline Setup 
- Metric hex key set 

- 2.5mm 
- 4mm 

- Imperial hex key Set 
- 7/64in 

- 7/16in wrench (or pliers) 
- Small flat-head screwdriver 
- Phillips-head screwdriver 
- Scissors 
- Wire strippers 
- Wire cutters 
- Solder Iron 
- Solder 
- Hand drill or cutting knife 
- Heat shrink (optional) 
- Hot air gun (optional) 
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Optional setups 
Force Sensor Setup 

- Imperial hex key set 
- 5/64in 

- Paper towels 
- Lint free wipes (Optional) 
- Ruler  
- Thin marker 
- Tweezers 
- Clear tape 
- Kaptan tape 
- Multimeter 
- C-Clamps 
- Rigid stand / table to hang weights from 
- 2 x S-hook 
- 6 pc 10lb. Weights or similar for sufficient strain gauge calibration intervals 

 
Encoder Setup 

- Metric hex key set 
- 1.5mm 

- Imperial hex key set 
- 5/64in 

- #2-56 tap 
- 6mm wrench (or pliers) 
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Assembly Instructions 
Once all components and tools have been gathered, assemble the components as 
demonstrated in the following videos and written instructions. The tools and components 
needed for each assembly are listed prior to each section. 

A) Motor Unit 
1. Reel drum  

a. Tools: 
i. 7/64in Hex key 

b. Components: 
i. 3 pc #6-32 x 1/2in socket bolts 
ii. 3 pc #6 washers 
iii. Flanged shaft collar 
iv. Reel drum (3D-printed) 

c. Assembly Video: 
i. Motor Unit | Reel Drum Assembly 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

2. Powertrain 
a. Tools: 

i. 2.5mm Hex key 
ii. 4mm Hex key 
iii. 7/64in Hex key 
iv. Small “flat-head” screwdriver 

b. Components: 
i. 3 pc M5 x 12mm Socket bolts 
ii. 9 pc M5 washers 
iii. Spider shaft coupler 10mm 
iv. Spider shaft coupler 3/8in 
v. Spider shaft coupler spider  
vi. 2 pc Flanged bearings 
vii. 3/8in x 3in Linear Shaft 
viii. 1 pc Main mount combined (3D-printed) 
ix. Reel drum assembly (From section A1 of this document) 

c. Assembly Video: 
i. Motor Unit | Powertrain Assembly 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
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3. Reel drum rope 

a. Tools: 
i. Scissors or knife 

b. Components: 
i. Rope - Braided kevlar string 
ii. Motor unit assembly (From section A1 and A2 of this document) 

c. Notes: 
i. If W is the maximum length of travel of the subject / amount rope needs to 

spool and unspool (e.g. treadmill width), rope length X should be X = W + 
28in. You want at least 3 wraps around the drum when it’s maximally 
unspooled, and only a short length beyond the eyebolt when it is fully 
spooled. 

d. Knots used (both shown in video): 
i. Stopper knot (figure eight stopper knot): 

 
From https://www.101knots.com/figure-8-knot.html 

ii. Simple overhand noose knot 
We use the overhand knot shown below but tied around the 
“standing end” of the rope.  

 

https://www.101knots.com/figure-8-knot.html
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e. Assembly Video: 

i. Motor Unit | Reel Drum Rope Assembly 
https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 

 
4. Rope guides 

a. Tools: 
i. 7/16in Wrench (or pliers) 

b. Components: 
i. 1 pc 1/4in-20 Nut 
ii. Eyebolt 
iii. Reel drum cover top (3D-printed) 
iv. Motor unit assembly (From sections A1, A2 and A3 of this document) 

c. Assembly Video: 
i. Motor Unit | Rope Guide Assembly 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

B) Control Unit 
1. Emergency stop (E-Stop) 

a. Tools: 
i. Phillips-head screwdriver 
ii. “Flat-head” screwdriver 
iii. Wire strippers 
iv. Wire cutters 
v. Hand drill or cutting knife 

b. Components: 
i. E-stop button 
ii. E-Stop SPST-NO Contact Block 
iii. 24AWG 2 cable wire 

c. Note: Assess length of e-stop cable needed based on personal setup. The power 
supply should be placed close to the motor module, and the e-stop should be 
placed where easily accessible to the experimenter and/or participant. 

d. Assembly instructions: 
i. We first need to make a hole in the side of the E-stop button case. 

1. If you have a hand drill (preferable): 
Start with a small drill size to minimize the chances of cracking the 
case. Hold or clamp the e-stop case in place and drill a hold into 
the side with the circular demarcations. Work up in drill size till you 
get a hole of roughly 0.5in 

2. If you have a cutting knife: 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
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Slowly perform repeated cuts in the path of a 0.5in x 0.in square 
till you break through the plastic. Be cautious. You can also use 
wire cutters to help you towards the end after you have broken 
through the plastic on some sides. 

ii. Cut 24AWG wires to desired length 
iii. Strip 0.5in on both ends of both 24AWG wires  
iv. Using the phillips-head screwdriver, unscrew the four screws on the top of 

the E-Stop button case, and remove the top cover. 
v. Use the “flat-head” screwdriver to depress the levers on the side of the 

contact block that comes inside the E-Stop case and gently pry it out. The 
standard contact block has a red button, and we will replace it with the 
mechanical switch from the BOM, which has a green button. 

vi. Feed one end of the twisted pair wire through the hole on the side of the 
E-Stop case. 

vii. Feed one wire into each end of the green mechanical switch and tighten 
down the screw terminals so the wire cannot come out 

viii. Insert this green switch into the slot the red switch occupied before. It 
should click when the side tab on the contact block locks into place 

ix. Place the E-Stop cover back on and tighten the screws using the 
phillips-head screwdriver. 

 
2. Connecting e-stop to power supply 

a. Tools: 
i. Solder Iron 
ii. Solder 
iii. Wire strippers 
iv. Heat shrink (optional) 
v. Hot air gun (optional) 

b. Components: 
i. Power Supply CN501 12 pin connector 
ii. E-stop button assembly (From section B1 of this document) 

c. Assembly instructions: 
i. Slip heat shrink onto e-stop wires. 
ii. Solder the leads from the e-stop assembly to pin 7 and pin 11 of the 

CN501 header. It doesn’t matter which lead goes to which pin. The image 
below indicates CN501’s pin numbers. 

 
Image taken from Mean Well RSP-2000 series datasheet 

iii. Apply heat shrink to the exposed leads with a hot air gun. 
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3. Connecting motor to motor driver 
a. Tools: 

i. Small “flat-head” screwdriver 
b. Components: 

i. Motor - EC90 flat 
ii. Motor driver - ESCON 70/10 

c. Assembly instructions: 
i. Use Maxon catalog with EC90 Flat wiring diagram and ESCON 70/10 

hardware reference to connect the motor and hall sensor to the correct 
pins 

 
4. Connecting motor driver to shunt regulator 

a. Tools 
i. Wire strippers 
ii. “Flat-head” screwdriver 

b. Components 
i. 14AWG 2 cable wire 
ii. Motor driver - ESCON 70/10 
iii. Shunt regulator - DRS 70/30 

c. Assembly instructions: 
i. If using standard 14AWG twisted cable wires, strip 0.2in on both ends of 

both wires.  
ii. Connect the +(Vcc) and power ground output pins of the shunt regulator 

with the +(Vcc) and power ground pins on the ESCON 70/10 motor driver 
respectively by firmly screwing the 14AWG wires into the screw terminals. 

 
5. Connecting shunt regulator to power supply 

a. Tools 
i. “Flat-head” screwdriver 
ii. Phillips-head screwdriver 
iii. Soldering Iron 
iv. Solder 
v. Wire strippers 

b. Components 
i. Shunt regulator - DRS 70/30 
ii. Power supply - Meanwell 48V 2000W 
iii. 2 pc spade to banana plug cable  
iv. AC power cord (should come connected to the power supply) 

c. Assembly instructions: 
i. Prepare 3 cables for powering the shunt regulator 
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1. Cut spade to banana plug cables right behind the banana plug 
end 

2. Keep the first cable pair as is. Separate the wires on the second 
pair. You will only need one cable from the second pair to have a 
total of 3 cables. 

3. Strip the cut end end by 0.2in 
ii. Connect wires to power supply 
iii. Using the phillips-head screwdriver, remove screws from the terminals 

marked -V, +V and ground (ground symbol) on the power supply. The 
ground terminal is under a plastic cover that can be popped off. This pin 
will be shared with one wire of the wall AC power cord. 

iv. Screw down the spade ends of the three wires into those terminals on the 
power supply. 

v. Replace plastic cover over power supply input terminals 
vi. Screw down the stripped ends of the wires to the screw terminals 

corresponding to pins 5, 4 and 3 on the shunt regulator as shown: 
 

Power Supply Shunt Regulator 

-V Power Gnd (Pin 5) 

+V +Vcc 12-70VDC (Pin 4) 

Ground symbol Ground Safety Earth (Pin 3) 

 
 

6. Connecting controller to motor driver 
a. Assembly instructions: 

i. Using the Maxon documentation for the ESCON 70/10, connect the 
necessary digital enable, analog signal, and ground wires from the 
controller to the ESCON driver. The provided maxon configuration file 
“Escon_curr_config.edc” determines the pin number for the digital and 
analog wires. Additionally the configuration file determines how the 
ESCON driver maps input voltage to motor current commands. Ensure 
the mapping defined in the configuration file is appropriate for your 
controller before connecting wires and powering on. Instructions on 
setting up the configuration file can be found in Software and Firmware 
Setup. 

 
7. Connecting optional force sensor to controller 

a. Tools: 
i. “Flat-head” screwdriver 

b. Components: 
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i. Force sensor assembly (From section D of this document) 
c. Assembly instructions: 

i. Connect the Vout and the Adjacent Gnd wire from the Amplifier to the 
strain gauge signal pin and ground of your controller. 

 
8. Connecting optional encoder to controller 

a. Components: 
i. Encoder 

b. Assembly instructions: 
i. The BOM provides two part numbers the encoder that correspond to 

different wiring options. 
1. If you bought the encoder option with flying leads 

(RM22VE0010B10F1B00): 
Plug in the red, blue and green wires into your controller’s 5V 
supply, ground, and encoder signal pin respectively. 

2. If you bought the encoder option with the DB9 head 
(RM22VE0010B10A1B00): 
Connect the wires to your DB9 connector as shown in the 
following chart 

 
Image taken from Renishaw RM22 rotary magnetic encoder 
datasheet 

C) Harness Attachment 
 

1. Breakaway cable 
a. Tools 

i. Scissors or knife 
b. Components 
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i. Breakaway Cable - Berkeley fireline 
c. Knot tutorial links 

i. Surgeon’s knot with 6 “throws”: 

  
This diagram shows a single “throw”. A “throw” is the second knot (the 
overhand knot) added on top of the first knot, as shown in the second 
column of the figure. You should do ~6 additional “throws,” alternating 
“left over right” and “right over left” like sequential square knots when 
tying the breakaway cable. (Figure from 
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/) 

d. Assembly Video: 
i. Harness | Breakaway Assembly 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

2. Harness knots 
a. Tools: 

i. Scissors or knife 
b. Components: 

i. Rope - Braided Kevlar String 
ii. Hip Harness - Black Diamond Climbing Harness 

c. Knot tutorial links 
i. Overhand knot 

 
From https://www.101knots.com/overhand-knot.html 

https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/
https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
https://www.101knots.com/overhand-knot.html
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ii. Bowline knot 

 
From https://www.101knots.com/bowline-knot.html 

d. Assembly Video: 
i. Harness | Knot Tying 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

3. Harness to Motor Unit Connections 
a. Tools 

i. Scissors or knife 
b. Components 

i. Rope - Braided Kevlar String 
ii. Hip Harness - Black Diamond Climbing Harness 
iii. Motor unit assembly (From section A of this document) 
iv. Optional force sensor assembly (From section D of this document) 

c. Additional notes on recommended lengths of ropes 
See rope length diagram below 

i. If doing the open-loop configuration: 
1. You will not have the force sensor. Instead of two ropes (Y and Z), 

cut a single rope that goes directly from the harness to the 
breakaway cable. You can skip 1:03 to 2:17 in the video.  

2. When the subject stands in their closest possible position to the 
motor unit (e.g. closest side of the treadmill), the rope should be 
short enough that it doesn’t allow the breakaway cable to enter the 
eyebolt. 

ii. If doing the closed-loop configuration 

https://www.101knots.com/bowline-knot.html
https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
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1. When the subject stands in their closest possible position to the 
motor unit (e.g. closest side of the treadmill), the lengths of ropes 
Y and Z should be short enough that the breakaway cable does 
not enter the eyebolt.  

2. We want to minimize the length of the strain gauge wire. Hence, Y 
and Z lengths should be chosen to position the strain gauge 
dogbone as close to where the amplifier circuitry is (e.g. if the 
amplifier is nearer the motor unit, Z should be long, and Y should 
be short to keep the strain gauge close to the motor unit.)  

 
Rope length diagram 

d. Assembly Video: 
i. Harness | Connecting to Motor Unit 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 

D) Optional Force Sensor 
 

1. Strain gauge and solder pad application 
a. Watch video on strain gauge application: 

i. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4Bq8MvwbyU 
b. Tools: 

i. Paper towels 
ii. Lint free wipes (optional) 
iii. Ruler 
iv. Thin marker 
v. Tweezers 
vi. Scissors 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4Bq8MvwbyU
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vii. Clear tape 
c. Components: 

i. Dogbone 
ii. 2 pc 1000ohm Strain gauge 
iii. 2 pc Solder pads 
iv. Super glue 
v. Small strip of 150 grit sandpaper 
vi. Small strip of 400 grit sandpaper 
vii. Water 
viii. Acetone 
ix. Alcohol (We used Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA)) 

d. Assembly Video: 
i. DIY Force Sensor | Strain Gauge and Solder Pads 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

2. Dogbone wiring 
a. Tools 

i. Soldering equipment 
ii. Kaptan tape 
iii. Scissors 
iv. Wire strippers 
v. Wire cutters 
vi. Ruler 

b. Components 
i. 3 wire + ground data cable 
ii. Dogbone (From section D1 of this document) 

c. Assembly Video: 
i. DIY Force Sensor | Dogbone Wiring 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

3. Dogbone cover attachment 
a. Tools 

i. 5/64in hex key 
b. Components 

i. 3 pc #2-56 x 1/4in Socket Bolts 
ii. 3 pc #2-56 Nuts 
iii. Dogbone cover base (3D-printed) 
iv. Dogbone cover top (3D-printed) 
v. Dogbone (From section D1 and D2 of this document) 

c. Assembly Video: 
i. DIY Force Sensor | Dogbone Cover Attachment 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em 
 

https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
https://biomechatronics.stanford.edu/bump-em
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4. Wheatstone bridge circuit board 
a. Tools: 

i. Soldering Iron 
ii. Solder 
iii. Wire strippers 
iv. Wire cutters 
v. “Flat-head” Screwdriver 

b. Components: 
i. Protoboard 
ii. 3 pc 2000 Ohm Resistors 0.1% 
iii. 4 colors of Hook-up Cable 
iv. 2 pc 4pin Screw terminals 
v. Amplifier 
vi. Force sensor assembly (From section D1, D2 and D3 of this document) 
vii. 24V Power Supply 

c. Assembly instructions: 
i. Solder screw terminals, resistors and connecting traces to the protoboard 

as shown. Note that the actual resistors and screw terminals will look 
visually a little different (red resistors, blue terminals).  

 
Protoboard Layout 

 
Schematic for three-wire quarter-bridge wheatstone bridge 

ii. For the strain gauge cable 
1. Strip ¾in of the outer insulation and plastic wrap at the end. 
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2. Unweave the metal shielding, pull them all to one side and twist 
them together tightly. Trim to the same length as the cables. 

3. Strip 0.15in of each of the three wires. 
4. Use a “flat-head” screwdriver to connect each cable to the screw 

terminals on the strain gauge side of the protoboard as indicated 
in the diagram above. 

iii. For the amplifier wiring 
1. Cut 4 different colored 22AWG wires long enough to span the 

distance between the amplifier and the protoboard. We 
recommend keeping this as short as possible to minimise 
pre-amplification cable noise pickup. 

2. Strip 0.15in off of both ends of the 4 wires 
3. Use a “flat-head” screwdriver to connect one end of the cables to 

the screw terminal on the amplifier side of the protoboard. 
Connect the other ends to the corresponding pin on the Futek 
Amplifier’s 4 pin screw terminal. The matching pinouts on the 
amplifier are labeled in white beside the screw terminal. 

4. Cut another 4 22 AWG wires. Two should be long enough to span 
the distance between the amplifier and your 24V power source, 
and another two will connect your amplifier to your controller. 

5. Strip 0.15in off of both ends of the 4 wires 
6. Use a “flat-head” screwdriver to connect one end of the cables to 

Vin, Gnd, Gnd and Vout on the amplifier’s 5 pin screw terminal. 
7. Connect the Vin and its Adjacent Gnd wire to the V+ and V- 

terminals of your 24V power supply. 
8. Connect the Vout and its Adjacent Gnd wire to the strain gauge 

signal pin and ground of your controller. 
 
 

5. Force sensor calibration 
a. Tools 

i. Mutimeter 
ii. Rigid stand or table to hang weights from 
iii. C-clamp 
iv. Strong rope (can use kevlar rope purchased) 
v. 2 pc S-hook 
vi. 6 pc 10lb. Weights or equivalent way of loading dogbone reliably 

b. Components 
i. Amplifier 
ii. Force sensor assembly (From sections B1, B2 and B3 and B4 of this 

document) 
c. Knots used 

i. Square knot  
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From https://www.101knots.com/square-reef-knot.html 

d. Assembly instructions: 
i. Tighten C-clamp onto table 
ii. Tie a loop of rope using a square knot around the bottom arm of the 

C-Clamp with 1-2in of space between the bottom of the clamp and the 
rope when the rope is pulled downward. Ensure the C-Clamp is still tightly 
fixed to the table 

iii. Hang 1 S-hook from the loop of rope. 
iv. Tie a 2in diameter loop of rope through one end of the dogbone using a 

square knot 
v. Repeat on other side of dogbone 
vi. Hang dogbone from S-hook via one loop of rope 
vii. Hang 2nd S-hook on the bottom loop of rope of the dogbone 
viii. Tie a loop around or through each of the 10lb weights with enough slack 

that they will fit onto the bottom S-hook hanging from the dogbone, but 
not so long they will be touching the floor. We used plate weights and 
passed the loop of rope through the center. Again tie the loops using a 
square knot. 

ix. Power up the force sensor circuit, ensuring a solid connection between 
the cable connecting the dogbone to the wheatstone bridge circuit as well 
as the cable connecting the wheatstone bridge circuit to the Futek 
amplifier. The amplifier power LED should turn green when powered.  

x. Connect the multimeter to the output of the Futek amplifier. We 
recommend connecting the multimeter probes to wires that can be 
clamped down in the Futek screw terminals so you don’t need to pick up 
the probes for each measurement. 

xi. Wait 20 minutes for the joule effect to heat the strain gauge and avoid 
thermal drift in the measurements. You will need to allow time for the joule 
effect to reach steady state every time you use the force sensor. 

https://www.101knots.com/square-reef-knot.html
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xii. Using a spreadsheet or coding language you are familiar with, record the 
measured voltage as you add each weight to the bottom S-hook, noting 
both the weight and the measured voltage. Record the voltage 
measurements again as you remove each weight, one at a time. Example 
log chart below: 
 

Weight (lb) Voltage 

0 0.02 

10 1.18 

... ... 

60 7.01 

...  

10 1.20 

0 0.03 

 
xiii. Using a line of best fit (we used least-squares), calculate the mapping 

between measured force and measured voltage 
xiv. Ensure that the forces you are expecting in your experiment correspond 

to voltages that your controller can tolerate. If not, adjust the amplification 
gains of the futek amplifier using the dip switches and tuning dials on the 
side according to the Futek documentation. 

e. Note 1: We only use the slope that maps change in voltage to change in force 
and use a “software zero” to measure and subtract out the steady-state voltage 
of the sensor at the beginning of each trial (after joule effect has reached steady 
state) to avoid voltage-force offset drift after repeated use. 

f. Note 2: You can adjust the Amplifier’s gain and zero point to maximise the data 
resolution over your needed voltage range. Consult the latest Futek IAA100 
datasheets on how to do so. 

E) Optional Encoder  
 

1. Tools 
a. 1.5mm hex key 
b. 5/64in hex key  
c. #2-56 tap 
d. 6mm Wrench (or pliers) 
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2. Components: 
a. 3 pc #2-56 x 1/4in Socket bolts 
b. 3 pc #2 washers 
c. 2 pc M3 x 8mm Phillips bolt 
d. 2 pc M3 Nuts 
e. Encoder magnet 4mm 
f. Encoder mount (3D-printed) 

3. Assembly instructions: 
a. Tap the three holes on the longer of the two drive shaft supports from the outside 

face. Use the 2-56 tap rotating 1 revolution forward and ½ revolution backward 
repeatedly. No tapping fluid is necessary. 

b. Connect the encoder with the encoder mount printed earlier using M3 bolts and 
nuts. Orient the bolts so the bolt head rests on the encoder flange and the nuts 
are on the 3D-printed encoder mount side. 

c. Place the encoder magnet onto the drive shaft. Ensure it can slide all of the way 
on without being stopped by the inner race of the bearing. If the drive shaft does 
not stick out far enough, you will need to use the M3 hex key to loosen the drive 
shaft end of the spider coupler and the 6-32 hex key to loosen the reel drum shaft 
coupler in order to slide the drive shaft out further. Remember to tighten these 
down again after the shift. 

d. Once the encoder magnet is on the drive shaft (but not tightened in place), attach 
the encoder mount (with encoder bolted on) by inserting a 2-56 bolt with a #2 
washer into the through holes of the encoder mount and turn them into the 
threaded holes in the main motor mount. 

e. Once the encoder mount is firmly in place, slide the encoder magnet so there is a 
~1mm gap between the edge of the encoder and the flange on the encoder 
magnet (see drawing below) and tighten the set screw down with a 1.5mm hex 
key. Experiment with different distances if the sensor signal is noisy. 

 

 
Image taken from Renishaw RM22 Installation Drawing 

 
Note: Current setup sometimes causes scrubbing between the magnet and encoder due 
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to high 3D printing tolerances. We are currently exploring other magnet mounting options 
and will update the document when done. 

 

Software and Firmware Setup 
Motor Driver Setup 

1. Download maxon ESCON Studios and follow the tutorials to become familiar with the 
capabilities of the maxon hardware and firmware used in this system 

2. Once you have installed ESCON Studio on a PC, open it. 

 
3. Close the Startup Wizard window 
4. Power on the ESCON driver you intend to update parameters on. It must be powered on 

(and connected via USB) in order for ESCON Studio to connect to it. Once the driver is 
connected, the status shown in the upper right corner should change from disconnected, 
to connected.  

5. If the driver isn’t found by ESCON Studio, try clicking the binoculars button in the upper 
left corner 

https://www.maxongroup.com/medias/sys_master/root/8834330230814/ESCON-Setup.zip
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6. If the status changes to “error” or if there are errors in the bottom status window: 

 
Clear the errors by right-clicking and selecting “clear all entries” 

 
7. Once the errors are cleared, you should be able to download the configuration file 

provided Escon_curr_config.edc onto the driver by selecting the “download” button. Note 
that in embedded systems like this driver, putting information from the PC onto the driver 
is “downloading” and retrieving information from the driver to the PC is “uploading.” 
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8. Select the “Store Parameters” button. This ensures the changes made by the 
configuration file will be retained after the driver is powered off. 

 
9. You should check this was done successfully by power cycling the driver (turning it off, 

waiting 30 seconds, then turning it back on) and make sure the desired parameters are 
still on the device by checking them in the Controller Monitor or Parameters operations 
on the left panel 

10. The pins for enabling and setting the current setpoint for the driver are Digital In 2 and 
Analog In 2, respectively. Ensure this corresponds to your own wiring and you are 
receiving the expected commanded current values using this monitor prior to enabling 
and attempting to control your motor with an external controller. 
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The P and I gains for our controller set by the configuration file are shown below. The 
configuration file contains much additional information such as current limits, motor 
constants, etc. and should be reviewed to ensure they match your system and that you 
are familiar with the ESCON software prior to attempting to move the motor. 
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A more detailed view of the controller and parameters can be viewed and adjusted using 
Regulation Tuning (on the left side) -> Expert Tuning -> show parameters  where the P 
gain and Integral Time constant are editable fields. 

 
 

11. If different current regulator gains are desired, go to regulation tuning, select expert 
tuning and adjust the respective P Gain and Integral Time Constant gains as you desire. 
Be sure to remove the rope connected to the reel drum prior to this step, as the 
powertrain will move and possibly damage the system. 
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Controller 
In this section we outline the general processes we use to build the open-loop and 
closed-loop controllers used in the associated ICRA 2020 manuscript.  

Controller hardware 
We did not provide a recommended controller as there are a large number of options to choose 
from, ranging from large real-time machines, to inexpensive microcontrollers. Two key functional 
components to consider when choosing a controller are: 
 

1) Input and output ports 
Our proposed setup is configured for analog communication to and from the controller. 
Your chosen controller should be able to handle the following port requirements 
depending on your chosen configuration. Multiply the numbers with the number of 
modules you have if you are using a shared controller across modules. 
 

Configuration Analog in Analog out 

Open-loop 0 2 (or 1 Analog, 1 Digital): 
Motor command & Motor enable 

Closed-loop 1: Strain gauge signal 2 (or 1 Analog, 1 Digital): 
Motor command & Motor enable 

Optional Encoder Additional 1: Encoder signal Additional 0 

 
2) Clock speed 

Faster clock speeds will allow faster control loop update rates. 
 

The results shown were collected using a Speedgoat Performance real-time target machine with 
IO106 (Analog in) and IO111 (Analog out) boards and running the control loop at 1000Hz. The 
newer Teensy boards (3.5 onwards) boast impressive clock speeds that should allow similar 
loop rates, depending on the complexity of your code. We have not verified the Teensy 
controllers work in this application, but their data sheets indicate they could be a good option to 
try. 
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Control architecture 
The basic control architectures are shown below: A corresponds to open-loop control and 
B corresponds to closed-loop proportional-derivative (PD) control. 

 

 
           Controller  

 
Where fdes is the desired force, rc is the radius of the reel drum, kt is the motor torque constant, 
ides is the desired current, i is the actual current sent to the motor, fout is the force output from the 
Bump’em module, iffwd is the feed-forward current contribution to the desired current, fmeas is the 
force measured from the strain gauge force sensor, ef is the error in the force, and ipd is the PD 
controller contribution to the desired current. 
 
The left half of the both architectures contain the features that the controller code is in charge of, 
and will be the focus of this section. The setup of components in the right half have been 
described in previous sections.  
 
Each of the variables in the controller half of the control architecture diagram can be modified if 
needed. The following are notes on each of the variables fdes, rc, kt, fmeas, and the PD controller, 
and an additional note on the motor driver current regulator gains. 
 

1) Reel drum radius rc 
The reel drum design file provided has a radius rc of 0.75in.  
Adjusting this will change the mechanical advantage of the motor transmission. 
To change the radius, you will need to modify the reel drum CAD file in CAD -> 1) Motor 
Unit -> Reel drum. Make sure to check the mating with other parts after the modification. 
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2) Desired force fdes 
The system can comfortably apply perturbations of up to 200N for both open-loop and 
closed-loop configurations. The commanded force can also be varied over time to apply 
arbitrary perturbation force trajectories. The following figures show the corresponding 
performances reported in the ICRA 2020 paper. 

 

 
 

3) Motor torque constant kt 
The torque constant of the motor, kt, is not exactly as defined in the maxon spec sheet 
and therefore must be experimentally determined. We found kt_experimental = 0.89*kt_nominal. 
You should be able to use the same value. However, you can also check the value for 
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your own motor if there are discrepancies in your system performance that you suspect 
could be caused by an inaccurate motor constant. 
To check this, we attached the rope to a treadmill handrail and performed several 
step-response tests using open-loop control of the motor. If you have a force sensor, or 
use our DIY force sensor, you can do this experiment yourself. Essentially you are 
looking for the measured steady-state force (pulls of approx 1-2s should suffice) for a 
given current command.  
The reason for the discrepancy between kt_experimental and kt_nominal is that the kt_nominal 
reported by maxon is a result of a linearized torque constant calculated for the motor for 
its ideal operating conditions. We use the motor near stall, which is quite far from its 
peak efficiency/power region. Although kt for a brushed motor is fairly constant for 
different current inputs/rotational speeds, the same is not true for brushless motors and 
as a result, the linearized value provided by maxon does not hold during our 
applications. Another point to note is that although the motor specifications state a stall 
current of 56.9A, this is again an extrapolated value based on the motor’s performance 
closer to the optimal efficiency/power region. In fact magnetic saturation of the motor 
begins to set in around 30 A, and therefore buying a different motor driver with higher 
current output will not increase the available torque from the motor. 

4) Measured force fmeas 
Both the force sensor and motor encoder signals (if used) are filtered with a 2nd order 
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 60 Hz prior to being used in any calculation. 
You can tune the order and frequency to achieve the best performance for your system. 
It is likely that you might have a different ideal filter frequency if your data sampling rate 
is far from the 1000Hz we used. 

5) PD gains (Only for closed-loop configuration) 
The parameter tuning procedure for the closed-loop step response gains is as follows: 
Do a series of step-response perturbations on a standing individual. Start with open-loop 
(P and D = 0), then increase P until the step response overshoots by 10%, then increase 
D until the overshoot is back under 10%, repeat until there are growing oscillations 
(instability) in the force output. Once the controller is unstable, reduce the P and D gains 
to the best values prior to instability. Test pulls should be the maximum duration you 
anticipate using (we used approximately 500ms step responses), as any instability will 
grow with time and testing with the longest step input duration improves likelihood of 
stability for all pulls. We achieved sufficient performance using the same gains (Kp = 
0.21, Kd = 3) for each force step command magnitude, however for more accurate 
tracking, one could tune the PD controller for each force magnitude. 
 

6) The current regulator gains of the motor-driver  
We selected current regulator gains that worked well for all of the scenarios in which we 
tested Bump’em. All recommended parameters listed here were used in conjunction with 
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the motor driver parameters as setup in the previous section. However, if your system 
happens to have very different system dynamics (e.g. much longer rope lengths), or you 
want to build Bump’em for a very specific experiment and want to try to account for 
force-level system dynamics, you can re-tune the current regulator. The previous section 
describes how to change the input values. This can be particularly valuable for the 
open-loop system that doesn’t have the higher level PD control loop that the force 
sensor enables. For the closed-loop system, the current regulator gains and the PD 
gains will work in a cascaded control scheme and altering the current-regulator gains will 
likely result in needing to retune the force-level PD gains. 

Basic controller: Applying a perturbation 
The following is some pseudo code for applying a basic step response perturbation. 
 
Pseudo code for basic open-loop control 
if (perturb_now) 

fdes = perturbation_force 
else  

fdes = 0 (Or apply low-force tracking, described in next section) 
end 
ides = fdes * rc / kt  
 
This basic control strategy was what we used to obtain the results as presented in the ICRA 
2020 paper. However, rise time performance can be improved by applying more aggressive 
control schemes. An extreme example of this is a time-based bang-bang control for a 
step-response. We managed to achieve 0-90% rise times in the 30-40 ms range (compared to 
59ms with just the basic controller) when using a hand-tuned bang-bang controller 
(approximately 25 ms maximum current in pulling direction and then 9 ms in maximum reverse 
to decelerate the motor drum) but found it to be too sensitive for a general-purpose research 
tool. However, if rise-time is critical for you, and you can deal with the sensitivity to changes in 
system dynamics by continuously re-tuning the bang-bang controller to different scenarios, it 
can be a very worthy path of exploration for the sensorless route. 
 
Pseudo code for PD closed-loop control 
filter fmeas  
if (perturb_now) 

fdes = perturbation_force 
else  

fdes = 0 (Or apply low-force tracking, described in next section) 
end 
ef = fdes - filtered_fmeas  
derivative_ef =  derivative_fdes - derivative_filtered_fmeas (or any other smoothed derivative1) 
ipd = P gain * ef + D gain * derivative_ef  
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iffwd = fdes * rc / kt  
ides = iffwd + ipd  
ef,old = ef  
 
1In the ICRA 2020 work, derivative_filtered_fmeas term was calculated using a noise-suppressing 
numerical differentiation method that averages the derivative of the measured force over the 
previous m time steps, we used m = 3:  
 
Notation: Derivative_filtered_fmea at timestep i =  Derivative_filtered_f imeas  

Derivative_filtered_f imeas = (1/m)*(filtered_f imeas
 - filtered_f i - m

meas) 
 
Described in detail in eq. 29 of  Y. Q. Chen and K. L. Moore, “An optimal design of pd-type 
iterative learning control with monotonic convergence,” in Proceedings of the IEEE Internatinal 
Symposium on Intelligent Control, 2002, pp. 55–60. 

Example feature 1: Applying low-force tracking  
We apply a constant low force in between perturbations to maintain a minimal amount of slack 
in the rope. For the open-loop controller, we can only tune the force. For the closed-loop 
controller, we can tune both the force and the PD gains. 
 
Tuning the force level 
When a participant moves, if the tracking force is too low, the motor drum’s rotation will lag 
behind the motion of the user, causing it to “bounce” against the user as they pull away. To 
reduce these bounces as the user moves, increase the tracking force. The following table lists 
the tracking forces that worked best for us. 
 

 Closed-loop Open-loop 

Standing 3N 3N 

Walking 12N 3N 

 
We generally try to keep tracking forces as low as possible while still allowing us to achieve 
acceptable slack management, since it can affect the user’s standing posture or walking gait. If 
this is a big concern and you have more than one module, you can place one on either side of 
the participant (for example, to the left and right) so the net force applied when both modules 
apply equal tracking force (in opposite directions) sums to zero. 
 
Tuning the PD gains (Closed-loop only) 
We used different PD gains for low-force tracking than what we used for perturbations. 
We tuned the gains using a similar procedure as mentioned previously. The notable 
difference in the procedure is that instead of doing a step-input, we turned on low-force 
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tracking and had the participant stand or walk while we monitored the tracking accuracy of 
the commanded force value, and for high-frequency oscillations (instability). The following 
table lists the PD gains that worked best for us: 
 

 Closed-loop Open-loop 

Standing Kp = 0.3, Kd = 1 NA 

Walking Kp = 1, Kd = 1 NA 

 

Example feature 2: Applying a virtual spring 
The virtual stabilizing (or destabilizing) spring controller takes in a filtered encoder measurement 
(See previous section for notes on signal filtering) to estimate the participant’s position on the 
treadmill. In software, we store the encoder value when the person is at the center of the 
treadmill and later subtract that from every subsequent measurement to make this the “zero 
point” of the virtual spring. The person’s position is then mapped to a desired force based on a 
saturated spring model: 
 

 
Our spring model uses a parametrization of the spring from maximum spring length dmax and 
spring force saturation fsat, such that virtual spring stiffness ks = fsat/dmax.  This parametrization is 
more intuitive and easy to adjust on a per-experiment basis than selecting a spring stiffness. It 
also explicitly states the value for the maximum force the controller will command (summed with 
a low-force tracking value) which is helpful for safety.  
 
Virtual spring pseudo code below: 
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if d > dmax :  fdes = fsat + flft 
elseIf 0 < d  < dma x: fdes = d*ks + flft 
else, fdes = flft 
 
Where d is the measured distance, dmax is the maximum length of the spring, fdes is the desired 
force, fsat is the force at which the controller will saturate (summed with flft yields the maximum 
allowable force), ks is the spring constant (defined above), and flft is the desired low-force 
tracking force. If using modules pulling in opposite directions on the user, the flft term is a 
constant offset for the forces pulling in opposite directions and effectively “cancels out” for the 
net force felt by the user, as described in the Applying low-force tracking section.  
Recording the measured force, fmeas, from force sensor, fdes, and d while a spring is engaged for 
about 30s - 1 min as the participant moves back and forth across the range of the spring 
enables you to plot the effective spring relationship (see Fig. 4 in ICRA 2020 manuscript). The 
control law for the closed-loop virtual spring is the same as for any other closed loop system 
(see ICRA 2020 manuscript for details) but now fdes is a function of the participant’s position on 
the treadmill, measured with the encoder, as shown above in pseudo code. 
 
We used the same PD gains for tracking a virtual spring as for the step-input perturbations and 
tracking of various force profiles in the results of the ICRA 2020 paper in an effort to show 
reasonable performance with a single set of gains not tuned to a specific person or activity. 
Spring rendering can be significantly improved by tuning PD gains specifically for tracking a 
virtual spring. 


